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�elty & character are words we like to emphasize when describing the BACCHI collection.
Our priority is comfort without sacrificing style. Each BACCHI shirt is an original work of art with
quality that carries thru on the details. The fit is relaxed & easygoing with an airy, loose fitting
feel with smart finishes that will keep you comfortable & cool everywhere you go.
Inspired by our continued memories of destinations around the world, we have created the
BACCHI collection for all men (or women) who crave travel & adventure. The flag on every
shirt can quickly tell you what country you have or would like to explore. Each destination
represents a theme or event with a stamped passport that proves
you have been there, if only in your dreams.
Near or far-take the road less traveled and explore our kicked back
style with our kick ass features. No matter where life's journeys
take you, BACCHI is where you can wear an attitude & lifestyle.
Come explore exotic destinations & fabulous adventures around
the world-with us.

BACCHI 

Bill's Anti Couture Clothing Hotline Inc. 

Bon Voyage 

Silk-Screen Prints 

Detailed Embroidery 

Signature BACCHI Buttons 

100% Combed Cotton 

Machine Wash 

Imported by BACCHI 
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Cuban sun be damned. The breathable 

cotton used in the Havana long sleeve 

is sure to keep you cool at even the 

hottest beach bar. A nautical map of 

Cuba featured on the back paired with 

intricate stitching make this no ordinary 

shirt. Ship owner, trader or traveler, 

don't set foot on shore without this 

revolutionary shirt. 

End of the World Saloon in Cuba 

Style 5001 

The Rio Jazz shirt is perfect for watching 

Brazilian beauties on Copacabana 

beach or being part of the world's 

craziest party. The colors and prints 

are a perfect pairing to the life and 

culture that Rio has to offer. Make this 

expertly detailed shirt your passport 

to an unforgettable Brazilian adventure. 

Jazz Fest in Brazil 

Style 5005 

Battle ocean swells and gale force 

winds with the lightweight MA Regatta 

shirt. The combed white cotton fabric 

is sure to keep you cool and relaxed in 

any competition. Comfort is key when 

you are racing against the world's best 

sailors, so be sure to choose Bacchi as 

your first mate. 

Regatta from Melbourne to Auckland 

Style 5007 



Pay homage to the region that gave 

us golf and Scotch with the Fairway to 

Heaven Shirt by Bacchi. The tasteful 

prints and embroidery are guaranteed 

to be welcome at even the most exclusive 

links. No matter your clan, Bacchi is a 

brilliant selection. 

Golf at St. Andrews 

Style 5008 

The Prague Akrobatik Flyers shirt 

combines the classic feel of the Prague 

along with the excitement of watching 

a death defying air show. The vibrant 

colors of Prague are striped down the 

front, matched with stylized aviation 

patches. Any experienced traveler 

knows that Prague is one city 

not to be missed. 

Prague Akrobatik Flyers 

Style 5009 

Elite sailing teams from all over the 

world travel to the Caribbean to 

compete in the prestigious St. Maarten/ 

St. Barth Regatta. Though one of the 

most strikingly beautiful races, it also 

proves one of the most dangerous. Just 

like the race, the Regatta long sleeve 

is the ideal combination of adventure 

and style. 

Regatta from St. Maarten to St. Barth 

Style 5010 
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Bora Bora may be on the other side of 

the world, but Bacchi brings a taste 

of Polynesia to you. The Bora Bora 

shirt displays a vivid print of the natural 

lagoon and impossibly blue waters 

that surround the island. This classic 

long sleeve is ideal for any occasion, 

whether you are spear fishing or going 

out on the town. 

End of the World Saloon in Bora Bora 

Style 5011 

The Maldives long sleeve is the perfect 

refuge from a day of sun and salt water. 

The lightweight cotton breathes easily, 

while the dive flag on your arm tells 

locals exactly what you are doing so 

far away from home. 

Diving in the Maldives 

Style 5012 

The Costa Rica shirt is a perfect mix 

of adventure and comfort. Unmatched 

detail of prints and embroidery make 

the shirt as unique as the country 

itself. It doesn't matter if you are scaling 

a volcano, diving in fragile reefs or 

trekking through the jungle. Conquer 

your entire bucket list in style. 

Eco Tour in Costa Rica 

Style 5013 



The worlds largest and most beautiful 

reef system deserves a distinctive shirt. 

The Great Barrier Reef embroidered long 

sleeve is almost as striking as the reef 

itself, complete with Eco Tour silk-screen 

prints and embroidery patches. 

Great Barrier Reef of Australia 

Style 5002 

Don't let the Bermuda Triangle get the 

best of you, be part of Bacchi's Deep 

Dive Club with our exceptional long 

sleeve. Unlike our classic white, this 

shirt is reminiscent of the bottomless 

ocean blue seen only by the most 

experienced divers. If you find yourself 

in the shipwreck capital of the Atlantic, 

avoid the bends with Bacchi. 

Deep Dive Club in Bermuda 

Style 5003 

Yacht club or night club, the St. Barth 

Pullover works in any situation your 

social scene requires. 

St. Barth Saling• Pullover 

Style 6001 



Be part of the official Bacchi Sailing 

Crew with the PROcomp Racing 

short-sleeve. 

- TeeSailing Crew from Sint Maarten 

Style 2006 

www.bacchiclothing.com 

Stay Castro casual with the Club 

Havana short-sleeve. 

- TeeClub Havana in Cuba 

Style 2007 

Bacchi Inc. 

Contact: Ann Guy, COO 
(906) 239-6837
bacchiclothing1@gmail.com
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